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A Message from
the President...

We've  just  concluded  one  of  the
busiest  years  we've  had at  camp
remote  in  a  long  time  .  A main
centerpieces  of  construction  was
the former "Brown Building "now
called  Heritage  Hall  .  We  knew
we needed a building that could 

act as a small group meeting
room. The " Brown Building"
has  been  on  the  property
since  the  camp's  inception
and has had a variety of uses
over the years. It
was  basically  a
divided  classroom
and  storeroom  .
However, it  was not meeting
either  need  particularly  well
and  the  porch  was  falling
apart  making it  unsafe  .  We
decided  to  build  another
storage building , remove the
dividing  wall  in  the  brown
building  and  build  a  wrap
around  deck.  We  also
refinished  the  interior  into  a
cozy,  inviting  multipurpose
room.  With  the  addition  of
the  beautiful  deck  the
building  transformed   its
appearance and turned it into
a magnet.   It  attracts  people
as a place to meet and hang
out..
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We  will  finish  the  interior
remodel  this  winter  and  look
forward  to  it's  reincarnation  as
"Heritage Hall".

Another  major
project that had to

be  done  was
replacing  the

old  walk-in
cooler/freezer  in

the kitchen that had fallen on hard
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 New Welcome sign 
painted  by Young 
Adults retreat  
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times.  We  of  course  "Googled"
how to build a walk-in freezer and
found all sorts of information that
our predecessors didn't  have.  We
tore  out  the  old  one  and  started
from scratch.  After  a lot  of  hard
work  and  many  volunteers  we
have  a  great  new  walk-in
cooler/freezer that should last for
years.

    As a board member it's easy to
get  caught  up  in  all  the  projects
that need to or have to be done but
camp is  about  having a  place  to
come  to  worship  and  have  fun
with  friends  and  family.  A place
that's unique, that you long to go
to,  where you can recharge your
batteries, to experience the "Holy"
in  a  more  natural  environment  .
We  welcomed  at  least  four  new
groups  who  booked  Camp
Remote for the first time in 2015!
It's  rewarding  to  know  that  our
efforts to improve our website and
advertising  are  having  a  payoff.
That others enjoy our campground
just as much as we do and want to
come  back.  Camp  Remote  is  a
work in progress, but a rewarding
work....Thank You, Mike Grohs   

Kitchen Repairs
        Our
kitchen has
a new back
porch
faucet.  We
gave the
kitchen and
dinning room (as well as the 
freezer and fridge) trim a new
coat of paint!   It is sparkling 
like new!

Restroom & Shower
Updates

• Replaced lights 

• Heaters installed 

• Replaced restroom 
counters & 6 sinks

The 2015 Junior High
Campers created signs and

names for the cabins!

 ♦ Dogwood   ♦ Fir   ♦ Ash

 Chinkapin  ♦  ♦ Hemlock 

♦ Oak ♦Alder     Pine♦     

 ♦ Yew  ♦ Maple ♦ Myrtle 

♦Holly ♦Cedar  ♦ Cherry

 2016 
           As we move forward the     
    continued progress of Camp   

Remote relies on the support 
from our volunteers, donors and 
support of Community of Christ.  
Last year we had a very busy 
year, and we've already begun 
preparing for this  upcoming 
season. If you are interested in 
helping let us know!

Donations
        Camp Remote is a special 
place, if you'd like to contribute 
to our Memorial fund/ honoring 
those past with a commemorative
bench or continual projects 
contact us today.  We are honored
you have chosen to support the 
campground and be part of our 
legacy.   
        
           CAMP REMOTE
        54147 Sandy Creek Rd.
        Myrtle Point, OR 97458
        info@campremote.org

      
      (541) 572-5321

   
Ü for a complete list of 2015 

updates visit our website
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